LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENT
PROFESSOR CARLOS DÁVILA OF THE UNIVERSIDAD DE LOS ANDES, COLOMBIA

RALPH GOMORY PRIZE
ANDREW LIU, TEA WAR: A HISTORY OF CAPITALISM
IN CHINA AND INDIA (YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS)

HERMAN E. KROOSS PRIZE FOR BEST DISSERTATION IN BUSINESS HISTORY

PHILIP SCRANTON BEST ARTICLE PRIZE
JASON PETRULIS “A COUNTRY OF HAIR: A GLOBAL STORY OF SOUTH KOREAN WIGS, KOREAN AMERICAN ENTREPRENEURS, AFRICAN AMERICAN HAIRSTYLES, AND COLD WAR INDUSTRIALIZATION”
HONORABLE MENTION
MARGARITA SERJE, “THE PERUVIAN AMAZON CO.: CREDIT AND DEBT IN THE PUTUMAYO ‘WILD RUBBER’ BUSINESS”

MIRA WILKINS PRIZE
DAMIAN CLAVEL, FRAUD? THE MANY WORLDS OF GREGOR MACGREGOR, 1817–1824.
HONORABLE MENTION
JASON PETRULIS, “A COUNTRY OF HAIR”: A GLOBAL STORY OF SOUTH KOREAN WIGS, KOREAN AMERICAN ENTREPRENEURS, AFRICAN AMERICAN HAIRSTYLES, AND COLD WAR INDUSTRIALIZATION.

K. AUSTIN KERR PRIZE BUSINESS HISTORY
ELLEN NYE, "A COMMERCE IN COINS: THE EARLY MODERN OTTOMAN EMPIRE AS AN ARENA FOR COMPETING THEORIES OF MONEY’S VALUE"

MARTHA MOORE TRESCOTT PRIZE
HONORABLE MENTION
2022 BHC AWARDS
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2022 HAGLEY PRIZE CO-WINNERS

CALEY HORAN, INSURANCE ERA: RISK, GOVERNANCE, AND THE PRIVATIZATION OF SECURITY IN POSTWAR AMERICA (CHICAGO)

TIMOTHY YANG, A MEDICATED EMPIRE: THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY AND MODERN JAPAN (CORNELL)

2022 FINALISTS

ROBERT BICKERS, CHINA BOUND: JOHN SWIRES & SONS AND ITS WORLD 1816-1980 (BLOOMSBURY)

ZACHARY DOLESHAL, IN THE KINGDOM OF SHOES: BATA, ZLIN, AND GLOBALIZATION, 1894-1945 (TORONTO)

BARTOW ELMORE, SEED MONEY: MONSANTO’S PAST AND OUR FOOD FUTURE (NORTON)

BRANDAN GOFF, ROTARY INTERNATIONAL AND THE SELLING OF AMERICAN CAPITALISM (HARVARD)

PETER HAMILTON, MADE IN HONG KONG: TRANS PACIFIC NETWORKS AND A NEW HISTORY OF GLOBALIZATION (COLUMBIA)

KATINA MANKO, DING DONG, AVON CALLING! THE WOMEN AND MEN OF AVON PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED (OXFORD)

VERONIQUE POUILLIARD, PARIS TO NEW YORK: THE TRANSATLANTIC FASHION INDUSTRY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (HARVARD)

GABRIEL WINANT, THE NEXT SHIFT: THE FALL OF INDUSTRY AND THE RISE OF HEALTH CARE IN POSTWAR AMERICA (HARVARD)